I. Preliminary general considerations: setting the stage for the analysis.
   1. The problem of laundry-list oppressions
   2. Conceptual specificity and the problem of “essentialism”
   3. “Intersectionality” as a way of thinking about class/race/gender: \( X = B_1 \text{Class} + B_2 \text{Gender} + B_3 (\text{Gender} \times \text{class}) \)
   4. What does “interaction” really mean?

II. The specificity of race and gender as forms of division/oppression/domination
   1. Race
      - Community and Communal Identity
      - Alienated community and communal oppression
      - Racial oppression as a form of alienated communal relations
      - Criteria for specificity of racial oppression
         i. Biological lineage.
         ii. Visible attributes.
         iii. Communal identity.
         iv. Exclusion and power.
         v. Stigma.
         vi. Racialized family.
      - Racism as a practice
   2. Gender
   3. The connection of Race and Gender to class

III. The effects of gender and race on class: the problem of Functional Explanations

IV. Struggles for emancipation
   1. Transformation of gender domination/oppression/inequality
   2. The Transformation of racial domination
      - Core thesis
      - Empirical prediction concerning variation in resistance to the civil rights movement
      - Historical Trajectory of creation, stability, dissolution of the Southern Racial State:
         1. Material conditions at creation of Jim Crow
         2. Political conditions at creation: populist threat
         3. Solution: the creation of widespread sharecropping
         4. Superstructural consolidation
         5. New Deal Agriculture
         6. Cold War & post-WWII US world position
         7. Resistance to destruction of racial state in late 1950s and 1960s

V. The implications for Emancipatory Critical Theories
   1. Normative symmetry and explanatory asymmetry in the interconnection of race, gender and class
   2. Marxism and Feminism as theoretical structures
      - Marxism & Feminism as emancipatory critical theories
      - The emancipatory visions: Marxism & classlessness. Feminism & Emancipation.
      - The explanatory challenges